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But we built useful tools and learned a lot that might be helpful for the community!
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before the deadline.
(Nov 3, 2018)
✅
Green AI
(July 22, 2019)
📜🔥

Try to provide efficient
RL architectures with
lessons learned.

Stuck in ArXiv
purgatory because put
CS.LG not CS.CY as
topic.
✅

Improve tooling, make
sure to add in
everything we learned.
Revise, revise, revise.
Submit to ArXiv.
(Jan 31, 2020)
🎉

More lessons learned,
more revisions, better
tooling. Almost there
with large draft.

Too much content to
submit to AIES this
year, which journal to
submit to?
(October 2019)
✅

Quantifying the Carbon
Emissions of Machine
Learning
(October 21, 2019)
📜🔥

Lessons Learned

#1 Diving deeper leads to insights, but you might get scooped in the meantime.

Lessons Learned

#2 Getting scooped is stressful, but those deeper insights might be valuable by
themselves. Still worth publishing (or at least putting online).

Lessons Learned

#3 Journal-length papers give you more room to share all the nitty gritty lessons
learned, but seems like not as many people actually read through the whole thing.

Lessons Learned

#4 We should be more pro-active about sharing lessons learned, hence this
workshop!

Lessons Learned

#5 We need to share more details as a community, either through appendices or
journal-length follow-ups. Simply not enough information for post-hoc metaanalyses. In our case, we couldn’t estimate emissions which is why we ended up
down this year and a half long journey.

Thanks for listening!
If you want to chat with me about this or anything else,
feel free to reach out to me.

